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Amazon reportedly schedules Prime Day for June

Amazon plans to hold its flagship sales event on June 21 and 22 this year, Bloomberg reports.

Prime Day, which debuted in 2015, has traditionally been held in mid-July, but it was moved to

October in 2020 because of pandemic-related complications. The event has proved to be a

huge success for Amazon—the etailer was forecast to bring in $6.17 billion in sales on Prime

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-27/amazon-said-to-hold-prime-day-sales-event-june-21-and-22
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/28/amazon-prime-day-is-october-13-and-14.html
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Day 2020, per eMarketer estimates from Insider Intelligence—making this a potentially high-

stakes move.

Before the pandemic changed its plans, the etailer wanted to move Prime Day earlier last
year to maximize the event’s performance. Amazon CFO Brian Olsavsky said on the

company’s most recent earnings call that it intended to hold the event earlier in 2020 to

account for the Olympics and the fact that July is a popular vacation time. The Olympics are

now set to begin in July 2021, and travel may bounce back thanks to improving pandemic

conditions in the US, so holding Prime Day 2021 in June may help Amazon attract more sales

like it wanted in 2020.

Moving Prime Day may mean Amazon believes it will be a success whenever it occurs,
potentially making it harder for competing etailers to keep up.

If Amazon chooses to move Prime Day around each year, other etailers may have trouble
planning their own competing events. Companies like Target and Walmart have run sales

events during Prime Day in the past in the hopes of capitalizing on increased interest in

ecommerce and stealing sales away from Amazon. But if Amazon keeps changing Prime Day’s

dates, they’ll have to prepare each year without knowing when they’ll need to act.

Prime Day has been tied to back-to-school and holiday shopping in the past, but if it
succeeds in June, Amazon could have greater �exibility in the future. Amazon appears to be

betting that Prime Day doesn’t need to use an existing shopping season to rack up sales. If the

etailer is correct, that means Prime Day itself attracts consumers and sales. That would give

Amazon the flexibility to move Prime Day around each year to account for varying factors—

potentially opening the door for it to run multiple Prime Day events each year, like summer

and holiday editions, for example.

https://prolink.emarketer.com/forecasts/5911eeb5aeb8830e3829e285/5a7b4d1f00ea9b095855eeaa
https://www.fool.com/earnings/call-transcripts/2021/04/29/amazon-amzn-q1-2021-earnings-call-transcript/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/2021/02/20/tokyo-olympics-2021-guide/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/28/vacations-may-bounce-back-but-business-trips-are-off-report-finds.html
https://www.retailwire.com/discussion/has-prime-day-become-americas-cue-to-shop-for-back-to-school/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/12/07/what-amazon-prime-day-2020-teaches-us-about-the-upcoming-holidays/
https://www.vox.com/recode/22373054/amazon-prime-day-2021-date-june

